
University of Warwick Fencing Club 
Meeting Minutes 

 17/01/2020, 10:05-10:55am 
 

Attendees: Adam, Jenny, Gracie, Isaac, Kitti, Joel, Connor 
 
Absent: Ana, Jakub, Charles 
 

1. Finances 
 

The club is sustainable with grants just about covering coaching costs. However, there is no 
extra money for kit, so money from novices’ comp is important. 

 
2. Lincoln Cup 

 
Experienced fencers should continue to mention it to novices. 
Adam will organise the teams. 

 
3. Socials 
 

Weekends are difficult for socials due to fixtures, but Gracie will organise a Quiz soon. 
Moreover, there will be a social next Friday in Leamington. 

 
The exec will make a concerted effort to integrate novices and more experienced fencers, 

mostly by getting novices onto the boxes. Maybe also introduce pooles in some sessions. 
 
 

4. Wheelchair Fencing/Showcase 
 

The whole club keen to introduce wheelchair fencing but heard nothing back from Sports 
officer and lack the clamps for it to be possible. Therefore, energy will be spent on the 24-hour 
showcase – Gracie will communicate with WUMATs, aiming for Wednesday week 8/9. 

 
5. Open Letter to WS 
 

Some of the exec would like more transparency from Warwick Sport due to the perceived 
budget cuts vs rising costs that increase inequality in sports because individuals have to pay more 
to participate. There’s a lack of communication – no one told us our first 2 sessions of the term 
would be cancelled. Who holds them accountable? 

Gracie will ask questions in the Sports Forum and talk to other clubs. If answers deemed 
insufficient, then she will draft an open letter to WS from all sports clubs that wish to sign it. 

 
6. Novices’ Competition 

 
Date now set for Sunday week 7, 23rd February 2020. 
 
Kitti will now respond to people that have enquired previously, make a Facebook event and 

email other clubs. Furthermore, Kitti will find out how much it costs to rent a piste from Leon 
Paul. Currently aiming for 9 pistes and capping men’s 64 and women’s 32. Hope to provide as 
many pistes as possible to cut down on rental costs – Connor also going to ask Coventry if they 
could lend any for the day.  

Boxes need to be sorted this week. 



 
Also aim to make this a more social event with a Coffee/Hot choc stand. Would like extra 

volunteers for this – novices who don’t feel comfortable reffing can still come along and get 
involved. 

 
7. Armoury 
 

Kit order is still one/two weeks away – mix of personal and club kit. Armourers currently have 
lots of deadlines but need more weapons for when teams have fixtures at the same time, so they 
have been asked to prioritise weapons. 

 
8. Connor’s feedback 
 

Connor was very happy with novices retainment last term, but this term has taken a bit of a 
hit- first 2 sessions being cancelled was damaging. 

 
Connor would like to get a lessons rota and do more individual lessons now that the novices 

can start moving onto the boxes. It would help him if the exec makes an effort to make the 
novices feel welcome on the pistes. 

 
Connor would also like big engaged group foil lessons for the novices because the novices’ 

comp is a foil competition. He would also reiterate that novices should buy breeches (and other 
kit) before a sword. 

 
9. Next Exec 
  

Responsibility for the novices’ comp should be moved to Pres/Secretary next year so that the 
Novices’ Officer can really focus on novices and their entry into the club. 

 
Current exec should be looking for replacements for their roles. 
 
Elections will be Monday week 10. 

 


